
• OPEN BAY CONCEPT • QUIET • SMOOTH • COTTON SOFT™ 
• SMART SENSE TECHNOLOGY • CONTOURING HIGH PRESSURE

Combination Friction Rollover and High Pressure In-Bay Automatic



Wheel Brush
The machine locates each wheel through 
redundant photo electronic sensors and 
a software logic positioning system that 
ensures the proper alignment of the 
brush and the wheel.  Our Wheel Brush 
applies chemical as it counter rotates 
during the wash process to ensure clean 
wheels.

Digital Chemical Injection Pump
Our Wash Works exclusive programmable 
digital chemical pump is the most accurate 
pump offered by any manufacturer in North 
America.  It is capable of dispensing chemicals 
of different viscosities in volume increments of 
one tenth of a milliliter per minute.  A simple 
push of a button allows for digital adjustment 
and display of all the functions of the pump.

Triple Foam
The Reflex™ on board triple foam system 
utilizes our exclusive programmable 
digital chemical pumps. Add profits and 
generate thick, rich tri-color foam that 
covers the entire vehicle. 

High Pressure
Maximize the cleaning potential of the 
Reflex™ with over 1,000 PSI of high 
pressure water.  This feature maps the 
profile of each vehicle with two dedicated 
side manifolds and dual profiling top 
manifolds (front & rear) to insure 
maximum cleaning.

Programmable Interface
Optimize each wash package to meet 
market specific needs with the power of 
the Reflex™ Programmable Interface. 
The interface supplies the capability 
to customize and manipulate pre-
programmed wash packages.

On-Board Contouring Dryer
The Reflex™ dryer maintains an incredibly 
low noise level, below 70 DBA from 30 
feet.  The vertical contouring top nozzle 
stays within 6 inches of the horizontal 
surface of the vehicle, which results in a 
quiet, high quality dry.

Wash Material
The Reflexʼs signature. Eliminate customer 
anxiety with Motor City Wash Works unique 
Cotton Soft™ wash material. Tested and proven 
safe even for todayʼs most sensitive automotive 
paints.  Our unique Cotton Soft™ wash material  
results in the quietest operation of any machine 
in its class and provides the customer a superior 
wash experience.

Smart Sense™ Electronic Technology
The on board Smart Sense™ Electronics 
system is our secret to controlling the quietest 
and gentlest machine on the market. 

REFLEX SOFT WASH

Motor City Wash Works, Inc. is proud to present the Reflex™ Soft Wash. 
The Reflex Soft Wash is a combination friction rollover and high pressure 
in-bay automatic.  Whether your customer is looking for a touch free 
wash, a friction wash or a combination of both, you are guaranteed to 
satisfy their vehicle wash needs with the Reflex™ Soft Wash.  With the 
ability to create unique wash packages from seasonal wash packages to 
daily specials with the use of the User Interface, the Reflex™ Soft Wash 
is pleasantly flexible.

The Reflex™ Soft Wash utilizes Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 
Inverters along with the exclusive use of Cotton Soft™ wash material to 
insure the quietest, gentlest and cleanest vehicle possible.  Once in the 
washing process the customer instantly hears the difference.  Utilizing 
Smart Sense™ technology, the Reflex™ Soft Wash measures, monitors, 
and controls the electrical current which guarantees the exact pressure 
of the Cotton Soft™ wash material at the vehicles surface for the safest 
and gentlest wash available.

When the customer has chosen the high pressure option they will notice 
that the Reflex™ Soft Wash is one powerful cleaning machine offering 
dual high pressure profiling manifolds.  The profiling high pressure top 
nozzle maps the entire top surface of each vehicle without prejudice of 
size and shape.

Whether your customers choose a friction wash option or a combination 
of touch free and friction, they will be amazed at the quality of the wash 
received along with the incredible performance of the energy efficient 
profiling on-board dryer.

Imagine how easily the Reflex™ Soft Wash could enhance your car 
washing potential with its open bay concept and the ability to produce 
sparkling clean vehicles every time.

Picture the revenue that can be generated with such options like Triple 
Foam, Wheel Scrubbers, Foam Bath, Pre-soak, Underbody Wash, 
Sealer Wax, and Clear Coat Protectant all available with either a touch 
free option or soft wash option.

CED Board
Automatic diagnostic system that displays the 
machines faults due to customer error and 
sensor failure.   The CED Board will also assist 
the operator with diagnostic troubleshooting 
when a fault occurs or simply reviewing the 
history of faults.

Open Bay Concept
Open bay is the next generation of customer-friendly 
machine technology.  It incorporates several concepts into one machine.  
State of the art Treadle-less tire positioning system, On-board utilities and chemicals (nothing hanging on 
bay walls or sitting on the floor).  The Reflex™ also includes exclusive entry/exit machine positioning logic 
that allows the customer to enter into an open bay and exit from an open bay by positioning the machine 
on the opposite end of the bay of the vehicle travel pre and post washing.  Collectively, the open bay 
features create customer comfort that makes your Reflex their Carwash of choice.



Motor City Wash Works, Inc.
19414 Gerald Street  Northville, Michigan 48167  USA

Toll Free 1-866-362-6377 • webstore www.motorcitywashworks.com • email: info@motorcitywashworks.com

Motor city wash works is located in Northville, Michigan.  Our corporate headquarters shown above 
is one of 3 facilities.  In addition to our main facility we have two other buildings that are dedicated to 
training and product development.

Maximum vehicle dimensions Inches Feet
 Vehicle Height 90” 7ʼ6”
 Vehicle Width (standard) 90” 7ʼ6”
 Vehicle Width (wide option) 101” 8ʼ5“
 *Vehicle Length 196” 16ʼ4“
Machine dimensions
 Rail Length 395” 32ʼ11”
 Machine Height 124” 10ʼ4”
 Machine Width (standard) 152” 12ʼ6”
 Machine Width (wide option) 163” 13ʼ7”
 Machine length 112” 9ʼ4”
Minimum Tunnel Dimensions
 Tunnel height 148” 12ʼ4”
 Tunnel Width (standard) 178” 14ʼ10”
 Tunnel Width (wide option) 190” 15ʼ10”
 **Tunnel length 456” 38ʼ
 *Maximum vehicle length depends on rail length
 **Tunnel length depends on maximum length of vehicle to be washed

Machine Utility Requirements Base machine All Options
 Electric (208 volts) 50 amp Disconnect 80 amp Disconnect
 Water One 3/4” feed One 1” feed
  20GPM @ 40PSI 40GPM @ 40PSI
 Compressed Air 10 SCFM @ 100PSI 20 SCFM @ 100PSI
Utility Consumption
 Electric (208 volts) 13.58 kw/H 16.18 kw/H
 Water 11GPM 20GPM
 Compressed Air 5SCFM 10SCFM
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